
                                            Class II 

Lesson Plan:-  E.V.S 

Topic -: Plants and animals around us 

Brief Description: - We see a variety of living things around us, 

such as Plants and animals. We are dependent on them for number of 

things. Plants are our life support. Animals provide us  with lot of 

things. 

Specific Objectives 

The students will be able to 

    S1.1 Define plants and animals .                               (Knowledge) 

S1.2 List types of plants and animals. (Knowledge) 

S1.3 List the things we get from animals and plants. (Knowledge) 

    S1.4  Differentiate between creepers 

          and climbers.     (Understanding) 

S1.5 Develop the understanding that different types  of animals in 

this world . (Understanding)     

 

Behavioural Objectives :- 

Students will be able to 

B1.1 understand the meaning of dairy farms and poultry farms. 

(Application)              

B1.2 importance of plants  and  animals in our life. 

 (Application) 

 



Activity:_ 

S1.1 Activity:- Introductory Discussion – to show the cotton 

plant ,wool and  silk clothes ,dairy products and  A visit to school 

garden and zoo.  

 

S1.2  Activity 2 :- Reading of lesson and identifying the different 

tyoes of plants and animals), importance of clothes in the different 

season. 

S1.3  Activity 2:- Through Worksheet. 

B1.3 Extempore- 

Students will speak on 5 lines on different types of  plants with 

their examples and their importance  in our life. .  

 

B1.2   Pasting part-  

Students will stick the fibre of of natural and  man made fiber in 

the Evs copy. 

 

Digital content to be used- 

https://youtu.be/BaRlHoxZM00?si=eF6Bwq_-LPkz-MDn 

https://youtu.be/zJot5toMgG0?si=nhYteWnR5t216kxO 

 

 

S1.4   My Different Shades  

Match the given features  with either honeybee or sparrow and 

different shapes of leaves and cleanliness of garden  So the 

https://youtu.be/BaRlHoxZM00?si=eF6Bwq_-LPkz-MDn
https://youtu.be/zJot5toMgG0?si=nhYteWnR5t216kxO


students will come to know the Hindi topic the cleanliness  like 

interdisciplinary method. 

 

B1.5   Be safe 

A video on Plants and animals will be shown to the students. 

 

S1.3. S1.4  Assessment activity-  

Assessment Activity 

1.Worksheet will be given to the students through this topic. 

 Write name of different types of plants and animals around 

us. 

 List out the  important things that we get from plants and 

animals 

 

Expected learning outcomes :- 

Students will be able to 

1.  Improve the vocabulary 

2.  Make use of new vocabulary in day-to-day conversations  

3.  Read the age-appropriate text fluently. 

4. Understand that different types of plants and animals and 

their importance in our life.  

5. Take care of nature that not pluck the flowers and not to 

cut the trees. We should not harm the animals  

 

Knowledge Understanding Application A S E 

S1.1 S1.4 B1.1    



S1.2 

S1.3 

 

S1.5 

 

B1.2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


